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Summary
The K-Botics Interhouse Quidditch Cup will be won by the team that scores the most points overall in the 
tournament. 

Boebots will autonomously take quaffles (pingpong balls) from the dispenser and somehow get them 
through the ring-shaped goals to earn points.  

At any point in the game (but only once), the Boebot can capture the golden snitch (marble), doubling the 
current point total, but not ending the game.

The Game
Boebots must begin on the field, within the starting volume (Length:12” Width: 12” Height:7”).  They have 5 
minutes to dispense, transport, and score as many quaffles as possible through any of the 3 rings at the 
opposite end of the field.  They must avoid the opponent's beaters, and also keep the quaffles from falling 
out of bounds.  There will be a 1 inch thick raised security barrier to keep the Boebots from falling off the 
field.  At any point in the game (but only once), the golden snitch may be caught, and that will double the 
current points of the team. 

During the 5 minutes, if the Boebot runs into difficulty (gets stuck, loses the quaffle, stops moving etc.), the 
team may opt to restart the robot, but not the clock.  When Boebots are restarted, all points earned up to 
that moment are erased. There are no limits to the number of resets possible.  If the golden snitch was 
captured before the reset, it may be captured again after the reset.

There are unlimited quaffles available to the Boebots.  The dispenser will be continually refilled during the 
game.

Scoring
There are three rings in which to score.  Each ring is worth a different number of points

bottom right: " worth 10 points 
There will be a curvy white line leading from the start area to the bottom right goal (which will be level with 
the lexan).

bottom left: " worth 20 points
There will be a shorter white line with 90 degree turns and discontinuities leading to the bottom left goal 
(which will also be level with the lexan).

top/middle: " worth 50 points
The middle goal will be raised 4 inches above the lexan.  It will have an infrared beacon at the bottom of the 
goal, aimed straight out (perpendicular to the goal. but horizontal).  The beacon will be shielded to give <20 
degree beam spread.

As mentioned earlier, possessing the golden snitch doubles the current score.  “Possessing” is defined as 
controlling the movement of the snitch for 5 seconds.

The golden snitch may only be possessed once during each game.  
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Your House Team
Your team has been created to be diverse (various ages, experience, and skills).  Each house has 
a mentor who is the Head of House.  If there are challenges within your group, the Head of House 
is the first person you should go to for resolution.  Your Head of House will not be assisting in the 
design of your Boebot; they will be there only to facilitate and help resolve any conflicts.

It is a good idea to spend some time learning more about each other, establishing ground rules 
and expectations, and deciding on how to communicate (both in person on Mondays, and between 
sessions).  You may also want to create a Facebook group or an email mailing list, or a phone tree.

Keep track of your progress each week.  Document your designs in a notebook.  Photograph your 
prototypes and your processes.  Keeping these details will be very helpful when you prepare your 
presentation. 

House points will be earned (and lost) based on conduct, cleanliness, and participation.

The different houses are: Goldengear, Sprocketdore, Dragonhammer, Roboclaw, Talonchain, and 
Silverlock.  

Sorting Hat Poem (revised by Bonnie)
Oh you may not think me pretty, 
But don't judge on what you see, 
I'll eat myself if you can find 
A smarter hat than me. 

You can keep your bowlers black, 
Your top hats sleek and tall,
Even brightly knits, though warmer,
well, they can't talk at all!

I have knowledge you can't foresee,
oh now, quell your fears.
For I'm the K-Bot Sorting Hat 
so lend me all your ears.

There's nothing hidden in your head 
The Sorting Hat can't see, 
So try me on and I will tell you 
Where you ought to be.

You might belong in Goldengear, 
Where dwell those who aim to outsmart, 
Their hearts of gold, and chivalry 
Set Goldengears apart;

You might belong in Sprocketdore, 
Where they are just and loyal, 
Those progressive Sprocketdores are true 
And unafraid of oil;
You might belong in Dragonhammer, 
Where they are strong and honest, 
Their flame, drive, and intensity 
Make Dragonhammers the boldest;
You might belong in Roboclaw, 
if you've a ready arm, 
Where those of wit and training, 
Will always tend to charm;
Or yet in wise old Talonchain, 
Where their minds are relentless, 
Their superior creativities, 
Will leave you almost breathless;
Or perhaps in Silverlock 
Where they are bright and secure, 
Those friendly folks use any means 
To ensure their designs have allure.
So put me on! Don't be afraid! 
And don't get in a flap! 
You're in safe hands (though I have none) 
For I'm a Thinking Cap!"
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The Boebot
Kit of parts
1 X BoeBot (with 5 batteries)
1 X standard BoeBot electronics kit (including whiskers and IR sensors)
1 X additional standard servo motor

2 X reflective infrared sensors available
1 X infrared analog distance sensor available

Modifications can be made to the Boebot, as long as they do not break the rules or permanently 
modify the Boebot (no drilling new mounting holes/ use pre-existing holes).

Limitations and constraints
• No biological material (currently or formerly alive) (wood is okay)
• No external power source (no extra batteries or other power sources)
• No user input/control after robot starts moving
• No high pressure systems (<50PSI)
• No additional force generating components (ie: motors, actuators, etc). Springs are allowed as 

they do not generate force; they return energy.
• Robot cannot damage the playing field or components
• Robot must fit within 12”x12”x 7” starting volume
• Robot must stay within the playing field
• No liquids
NOTE: Any discrepancy with the rules will fall to the judges’ ruling

Logistics
Materials and tools from our workspace may be used, but please check first with your Head of 
House.  CNC tools and the 3D printer may be used.  Your CAD drawings must first be checked by 
Mr. Wood.

Work may be completed during our 4 hour sessions on Mondays.  It is recommended that teams 
meet during lunch, or after school to brainstorm and plan so that the  Monday sessions are more 
productive.  

With permission from Mr. Wood, it may be possible to work during lunch in room 107.  It may also 
be possible to bring Boebots home (ask for Mr. Wood’s permission).
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The Presentation
Each group has 5 minutes to give a presentation to review what they have learned, outline their 
design process, and review any special design features incorporated to solve a problem that they 
faced.

All student must be involved in creating and/or giving the presentation. 

Powerpoint or Prezi may be used, but slide shows must be submitted and rehearsed on Monday 
Dec 8th. 

The Tournament
Teams will be selected at random to present their Boebot, design process, and features, and to 
answer questions posed by a panel of judges.  Presentations should be 5 minutes long, and will be 
followed by a brief Q & A session. The team will then have 5 minutes to demonstrate their Boebot, 
and earn as many points as possible in the Interhouse Quidditch Cup.

Presentations and designs will be judged by a panel of community members who are not on our 
team.

The Awards
Design trophy 
Presented to the team that the judges decide has best demonstrated and communicated an 
effective/innovative design feature

Performance trophy 
Presented to the team that demonstrated the best performance and won the Interhouse Quidditch 
Cup

House points award
Presented to the team that has accumulated the most house points during the preseason 
challenge.  
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